FACT SHEET

We’re Chemours, a different
kind of chemical company.
We are on a journey to create a colorful, capable, and cleaner world. We’ve completed our
transformation and now we’re earning our way to growth by advancing higher value chemistry.
Built upon a 200-year-old legacy and a world-class product portfolio, we bring everyday
convenience to virtually everything people touch—in industries ranging from automotive, paints,
and plastics to electronics, construction, energy, and telecommunications. We bring solutions
that are better, safer, more reliable, and more sustainable, through the power of chemistry.

OUR GROWTH STRATEGY
We’ve survived by transforming.
Now we’re earning our way
to growth by advancing higher
value chemistry.
After designing and successfully executing our
five-point transformation plan, we’re ready for
growth so we can continue improving the lives of
people everywhere.
Our Business Strategies

Our Growth Pillars

Fluoroproducts
• Aligning high-value
fluoropolymer application
development to provide
customer solutions in
fast-growing markets
• Growing Opteon™ low
global warming potential
refrigerants and optimizing
other fluorochemical
product offerings

Portfolio
We remain committed to managing
our businesses proactively and
strategically by continuing to invest in
our market-leading businesses, and by
adding complementary acquisitions.
Creating a highly investable business
portfolio is our top priority.

Chemical Solutions
• Meeting the growing demand
for Mining Solutions
• Supporting key customers
in Mexico with capacity
expansion
Titanium Technologies
• Enabling value stabilization
of Ti-Pure™ titanium dioxide
to align with long-term
customer needs
• Increasing capacity
incrementally to meet
customer demand via
our low-cost, flexible
manufacturing capabilities

Partnerships
Through the power of collaboration,
we can find new solutions to old
problems, making the world better.
We will continue to work hand in hand
with our partners and customers to
develop new opportunities.
Performance
To put it simply, we strive to be
top-tier. We will continue to set clear
targets and goals for ourselves:
Adjusted EPS growth, higher
Adjusted EBITDA margins, and ROIC.
We’ll communicate and measure our
progress against these ambitious
benchmarks.
People
A thriving workforce culture is
essential to our success. We strive
to unleash the power of our talented,
experienced, and passionate
employees who make us Chemours.
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1. Our reconciliations of non-GAAP measures to GAAP measures are available at investors.chemours.com.
2. Calculated as Adjusted EBITDA over Net Sales.
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OUR PURPOSE

WHAT WE DO

We help create a colorful,
capable, and cleaner world
through the power of chemistry.

Catalysts for Change

Colorful

Titanium Technologies

Fluoroproducts

Chemical Solutions

Capable

A market leader in titanium
dioxide (TiO2) production:
more than 80 years of
experience in products
for coatings, plastics,
laminates, and paper

A market leader in manufacturing
of fluoroproducts: base and low
global warming potential (GWP)
refrigerants, specialty products,
industrial resins, monomers,
consumer and industrial finishes,
melts, and surface protection

A market leader in solid sodium
cyanide production across
the Americas: via our Mining
Solutions team, a leader in safe,
efficient production of sodium
cyanide for the extraction of
gold and other precious metals

Making the everyday world
brighter and more vibrant
with our advances in
Titanium Dioxide.
Making processes more
efficient and productive
with Fluoroproducts and
Chemical Solutions.

OUR BRANDS

Cleaner

Providing solutions that have
a positive impact on people’s
lives and as little impact as
possible on our planet.

58

manufacturing facilities,
laboratory sites, and
offices globally

7,000

employees
worldwide

130

Serving
customers in
approximately countries

THE FIVE VALUES WE LIVE BY
We believe that the power of chemistry can have a positive
impact on the world. We live that commitment through the
principles that drive us:
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media@chemours.com

Customer
Centered

Refreshing
Simplicity

Collective
Entrepreneurship

Safety
Obsession

Unshakable
Integrity
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